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EXTRADITI05 OF McFARLANE AND J{ELLY

This submission seeks Hr Scott's approval to approach the
Mjnistry of Defence fo£ the use of an RAF ~eroplane to bring
McFarlane and Kelly back f~om the Netherlands. Hr Scott is
aware of the details of tb. case; it now seems likely~
according to our contacts', that McFarlane and Kelly will be
returned within the next couple of months, possib~1 even well
before Christmas.

2. The normal procedure is foe returnea fugitives to travel by
UK civil catcier. A British flight is necessary so that the UK
has jurisdiction pver any offences cOrnnlitteden rou~. But the
RUC, whose responsibility it is, are strongly of the view that
in this case the RAF shQuld be used. We agree fully with this;
fQr the following Teaso~s:
(i)

t ,h e recent Quinn case has set a. public pre-

cedent for using the RAF to
terrorists;
(i1)
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given the publicjty oyer Quinn, the likelihood
of a civil cArrier accepting the job is minimal;
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)
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event, the only eomp~ny flying direct fro~
Amsterdam to Belfast is KLM, a Dutch carrier,
and the alternative would be an undesirable
stopover i~ London;
in

~ny

ne~s

civil fli9ht:. would inevit~bly leak -.nd
~ttract considerable media attention and possible
~ecurity difficulties; and
of
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organising a civil flight in these circumstances
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c\,lMbersOlne and expens i ve.
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3.

The costs of the operation will be met by the RUC. We have
a1rE:ady approached the Ministry of Defence informally on. their
behalf; the RAF would be willing to do it and tbey estim~te

that it would cost anything between a few hundrea pounds and
£6-',COO. The exact sum WQvld depend on whether an aircraft
alcearly due to fly to RAF Germany could be ~ivetteO or whether a
special round t£iv would have to be made. The RUC are content
with this.

. f.r
4. I should be gratefull~r SCott·s urgent app[oY~l to make a
. formal request to the 'hnistry of Defence. Once this has been
given we can proceed to assist the RUC in firming up the details
of t~ operation.
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